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Abstract 
In present paper we prove fixed point theorem for two pairs of mapping on two 
fuzzy metric spaces and extend this result to fuzzy 2-metric and 3-metric spaces. 
Our theorem is a generalization of Namdeo et al [19 ] in fuzzy metric space. 
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Introduction 
 

L. A. Zadeh [12] introduced the concept of fuzzy set in 1965, has led to a rich 
growth of fuzzy mathematics [2]. Many authors namely Deng [19], Erceg, M.A.  
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[13], Kramosil and Michalek [8] have introduced the concept of fuzzy metric 
space in different ways.  

Recently there are several authors studied the fixed point theory in fuzzy metric     
spaces viz.[18], [27], [11], [14], [15], [9], [10], [24] and for fuzzy mapping [3], 
[6], [25], [26], [23], [24]. 

There are many view points of the notion of metric space in fuzzy topology. We 
are interested in the results in which the distance between the objects is fuzzy, the 
objects themselves may be fuzzy or not .The most interesting references in this 
direction are [29], [17], [16]. Gähler in a series of papers [22], [20], [21] 
investigated 2-metric spaces. 

Now we begin with some known definitions and preliminary concepts. 

Definition 1 [5]: A binary operation ],[],[],[: 101010 →×∗  is called a continuous     
t-norm if )],,([ ∗10  is an abelian topological monoid with unit 1 such that 

dcba ∗≤∗  whenever ca ≤ and db ≤  ∀  ],[,,, 10dcba ∈ . Examples of t- norm 
are abba =∗  and ),min( baba =∗ . 

Definition 2 [8]: The 3-tuple ),,( ∗MX  is called fuzzy metric space if X is an 
arbitrary set, M is a fuzzy set in ),0[2 ∞×X  satisfying the following conditions: 

)1( 1 −FM  00yxM =),,( , 

)2( 1 −FM  1tyxM =),,(  for all 0t >  iff yx = , 

)3( 1 −FM  ),,(),,( txyMtyxM = , 

)4( 1 −FM  ),,(),,(),,( stzxMszyMtyxM +≤∗ , 

)5( 1 −FM  ]1,0[),0[:),,( →∞⋅yxM  is left continuous ∀  Xzyx ∈,,  and 
0st >, . 

Then M is called a fuzzy metric on X and ),,( tyxM  denotes the degree of 
nearness between x and y with respect to t. 

Example 1 [1] (Induced fuzzy metric): Let ),( dX  be a metric space, define 
abba =∗  (or },min{ baba =∗ ) for all ],[, 10ba ∈  and Let dM  be fuzzy set on 

),0[2 ∞×X  defined as.  

),(
),,(

yxdt
ttyxM d +

=  )......(.......... i  

Xyx ∈∀ ,  and 0t > . 

Then ),,( ∗dMX  is a fuzzy metric space. We call this fuzzy metric dM  induced by 
the metric d as the standard intuitionstic fuzzy metric. 
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Lemma 1 [14]: For all ,, Xyx ∈  ),,( ⋅yxM  is nondecreasing. 

Definition 3 [14]: Let ),,( ∗MX  be a fuzzy metric space. Then 

(i) A sequence }{ nx  in X is said to be convergent to a point Xx∈ , denoted 
by 

  nxnn
=

∞→
lim  if 1),,(lim =

∞→
txxM nn

  0t >∀ . 

(ii) A sequence }{ nx  in X is called a Cauchy sequence if  

1),(lim , =+∞→
txxM npnn

 ∀  0>t  and 0>p . 

(iii) A fuzzy metric space in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent is 
said to be complete. 

Remark 1: Since * is continuous, it follows from )4( 1 −FM , i.e. 

),,(),,(),,( stzxMszyMtyxM +≤∗ , that the limit of the sequence in fuzzy 
metric space is uniquely determined. 

Let ),,( ∗MX is a fuzzy metric space with the following condition. 

)6( 1 −FM  1),,(lim =
∞→

tyxM
t

 ∀  Xyx ∈,  

Lemma 2 [28]: Let }{ nx be a sequence in a fuzzy metric space ),,( ∗MX  with 
condition )6( 1 −FM . If there exists a number )1,0(∈q such that  

),,(),,( 112 txxMqtxxM nnnn +++ ≥  ).......(.................... ii  

for all 0>t  and ...........,2,1=n , then }{ nx is a Cauchy sequence in X. 

Lemma 3 [24]: If for all Xyx ∈, , 0>t  and for a number )1,0(∈q , 
),,(),,( tyxMqtyxM ≥ , then yx = . 

Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and Remark (1) hold for fuzzy 2 – metric spaces and fuzzy 3 – 
metric spaces also. 

Definition 4: A function M is continuous in fuzzy metric space iff whenever 
xxn → , yyn →  then ),,(),,(lim tyxMtyxM nnn

=
∞→

. 

for each 0>t . 

Definition 5:  Two mappings A and S on fuzzy metric space X are weakly 
commuting iff  

),,(),,( tSuAuMtSAuASuM ≥ . 

for all Xu∈  and 0>t . 
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Definition 6: A binary operation ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →∗∗∗  is called a continuous 
t-norm if )],1,0([ ∗  is an abelian topological monoid with unit 1 such that  

222111 cbacba ∗∗≤∗∗  whenever 21 aa ≤ , 21 bb ≤ , 21 cc ≤  for 2121 ,,, bbaa  and 

21, cc  are in ]1,0[ . 

Definition 7:  The 3- tuple ),,( ∗MX  is a called a fuzzy 2-metric space if X is an 
arbitary set, ∗  is a continuous t-norm and M is a fuzzy set in ),0[3 ∞×X  
satisfying the following conditions; for all Xuzyx ∈,,,  and 0,, 321 >ttt . 

)1( 2 −FM  0)0,,,( =zyxM , 

)2( 2 −FM  1),,,( =tzyxM , 0>t  and when at least two of the three points are 
equal, 

)3( 2 −FM  ),,,(),,,(),,,( txzyMtyzxMtzyxM == ,  

(Symmetry about three variables) 

)4( 2 −FM  ),,,(),,,(),,,(),,,( 321321 tzyuMtzuxMtuyxMtttzyxM ∗∗≥++ , 

(This corresponds to tetrahedron inequality in 2-metric space) 

The function value ),,,( tzyxM  may be interpreted as the probability the area of 
triangle is less than 1. 

)5( 2 −FM  ]1,0[)1,0[:),,,( →⋅zyxM  is left continuous. 

Definition 8: Let ),,( ∗MX  be a fuzzy 2-metric space, then 

(1) A sequence }{ nx in fuzzy 2-metric space X is said to be convergent to a 
point Xx∈ if 1),,,(lim =

∞→
taxxM nn

  ∀  Xa∈  and 0>t . 

(2) A sequence }{ nx in fuzzy 2-metric space X is called a Cauchy sequence, if 
1),,,(lim =+∞→

taxxM npnn
,  ∀  Xa∈  and 0>t , 0>p . 

(3) A fuzzy 2-metric space in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent is 
said to be complete. 

Definition 9:  A function M is continuous in fuzzy 2-metric space iff whenever  

xxn → , yyn →  then 

),,,(),,,(lim tayxMtayxM nnn
=

∞→
 for all Xa∈  and 0>t . 

Definition 10: Two mapping A and S an fuzzy 2-metric space X are weakly 
commuting iff ),,,(),,,( taSuAuMtaSAuASuM ≥  for all Xau ∈,  and 0>t . 
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Definition 11: A binary operation  ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →∗∗∗∗  is called a 
continuous t-norm if )],1,0([ ∗  is an abelian topological monoid with unit 1 such 
that  

22221111 dcbadcba ∗∗∗≤∗∗∗  whenever 21 aa ≤ , 21 bb ≤ , 21 cc ≤  and 21 dd ≤  
for 2121 ,,, bbaa , 21, cc  and 1d , 2d  are in ]1,0[ . 

Definition 12: The 3- tuple ),,( ∗MX  is called a fuzzy 3-metric space if X is an 
arbitary set, ∗  is a continuous t-norm and M is a fuzzy set in ),0[4 ∞×X  
satisfying the following conditions, for all Xuwzyx ∈,,,, and 0,,, 4321 >tttt . 

)1( 3 −FM  0)0,,,,( =wzyxM , 

)2( 3 −FM  1),,,,( =twzyxM  for all 0>t ,  

[only when the three simplex ),,,( wzyx degenerate] 

)3( 3 −FM
 ......),,,,(),,,,(),,,,(),,,( ==== tyxwzMtxwzyMtyzwxMtzyxM  

)4( 3 −FM  ),,,,( 4321 ttttwzyxM +++  

 
 ),,,,(),,,,(),,,,(),,,,( 4321 twzyuMtwzuxMtwuyxMtuzyxM ∗∗∗≥  

)5( 3 −FM  ]1,0[)1,0[:),,,( →wzyxM  is left continuous. 

Definition 13: Let ),,( ∗MX  be a fuzzy 3-metric space, then- 

(1) A sequence }{ nx  in fuzzy 3-metric space X is said to be convergent to a 
point Xx∈  if 1),,,,(lim =

∞→
tbaxxM nn

,  ∀  Xba ∈,  and 0>t . 

(2) A sequence }{ nx  in fuzzy 3-metric space X is called a Cauchy sequence, if 
1),,,,(lim =+∞→

tbaxxM npnn
   ∀  Xba ∈,  and 0>t , 0>p .  

(3) A fuzzy 3-metric space in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent is 
said to be complete. 

Definition 14: A function M is continuous in fuzzy 3-metric space iff whenever 
xxn → , yyn → , then ),,,,(),,,,(lim tbayxMtbayxM nnn

=
∞→

 ∀  Xba ∈,  and  

0>t . 

Definition 15: Two mappings A and S on fuzzy 3-metric space are weakly 
commuting iff ),,,,(),,,,( tbaSuAuMtbaSAuASuM ≥  ∀  Xbau ∈,,  and 0>t . 

Namdeo, Ansari and Fisher [19] proved the following result. 
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Theorem A. Let ),( dX and ),( ρY be complete metric spaces, Let T be a mapping 
of X into Y and let S be a mapping of Y into X satisfying the inequalities : 

{ }),(),(),,(),(),,(),(),,(),(max),(),( xSTySdSTxSydySSydxxdyTSTxSyxdTSyxTySxdcxSTSTxdySSyd ′′′′′′′′≤′′ ρρ
        .... (1) 

{ }),(),(),,(),(),,(),(),,(),(max),(),( yTSxTTSyTxxTTxyyyTSTxSyxdTSyxTySxdcyTSTSyxTTx ′′′′′′′′≤′′ ρρρρρρρρ
        ... (2) 

for all x, x’ in X and y, y’ in Y where 10 <≤ c . If either T or S is continuous then 
ST has a unique fixed point z in X and TS has a unique fixed point w in Y. Further 
Tz = w and     Sw = z. 

Main Result :  

Inspired by the above result, we prove the following theorem for two pairs of 
mapping on two fuzzy metric spaces. 

Theorem 1: Let ),,( 1 ∗MX and ),,( 2 ∗MY  be two complete fuzzy metric spaces. 
Let A and B be mappings from X to Y and S and T be mappings from Y to X 
satisfying the following two inequalities: 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

′′′′
′′′′′

≥′′
),,(),,(),,,(),,(

),,,(),,(),,,(),,(
min),,(),,(

1121

1111
11 txTBTBxMtxxMtBTyyMtxTBxM

tSAxxMtxSAxMtxTBxMtxxM
qtxTBSAxMtxxM

        ... (3) 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

′′′′
′′′′′′′

≥′′
),,(),,(),,,(),,(

),,,(),,(),,,(),,(
min),,(),,(

2212

2222
22 tyBSyMtyyMtyTSyMtyBSyM

tyBSyMtyATyMtyATyMtyyM
qtyATBSyMtyyM

        ... (4) 

for all x and 'x  in X and y and 'y  in Y and  0<q<1. 

If one of the mapping A, B, S and T is continuous, then SA and TB have a common 
fixed point u in X and BS and AT have a common fixed point v in Y. Further, Au = 
Bu = v and Sv = Tv = u. 

Proof: Let x be an arbitrary point in X. We define sequence { }nx in X and { }ny  in 
Y such that 122 += nn yAx ,  nn yBx 212 =− , 

nn xTy 22 =  and 1212 −− = nn xSy  for n = 1, 2,3,.............. 

Applying inequality (3) we have 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
−+−

+−−−
+− ),,(),,(),,,(),,(

),,,(),,(),,,(),,(
min),,(),,(

221122112222121

1221212121212121
21211221 txxMtxxMtyyMtxxM

txxMtxxMtxxMtxxM
qtxxMtxxM

nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnn
nnnn

 

i.e.  { }1),,,(),,,(),,,(min),,( 2121212212212121 txxMtyyMtxxMqtxxM nnnnnnnn ++−+ ≥  

which implies that 

{ }),,(),,,(min),,( 212212212121 tyyMtxxMqtxxM nnnnnn +−+ ≥    ...(5) 
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Applying inequality (4), we have 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥

=

−−−

−−−−

−−+−

),,(),,(),,,(),,(
),,,(),,(),,,(),,(

min

),,(),,(),,(),,(

222212212212122

2122212221221222

1222122221221222

tyyMtyyMtxxMtyyM
tyyMtyyMtyyMtyyM

qtATyBSyMtyyMqtyyMtyyM

nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnn

This implies that 

{ }),,(),,,(min),,( 122112222122 txxMtyyMqtyyM nnnnnn −−+ ≥    ....(6) 

In general we have 

{ }),,(),,,(min),,( 121111 tyyMtxxMqtxxM nnnnnn +−+ ≥  

and { }),,(),,,(min),,( 111212 txxMtyyMqtyyM nnnnnn −−+ ≥  

i.e. { })/,,(),/,,(min),,( 121111 qtyyMqtxxMtxxM nnnnnn +−+ ≥   ...(7) 

and { })/,,(),/,,(min),,( 111212 qtxxMqtyyMtyyM nnnnnn −−+ ≥   ...(8) 

Repeated use of (7) and (8) give 

{ } 1)/,,(),/,,(min),,( 21210111 →≥+
nn

nn qtyyMqtxxMtxxM  as  ∞→n  

and { } 1)/,,(),/,,(min),,( 10110212 →≥+
nn

nn qtxxMqtyyMtyyM  as  ∞→n  

In general 

{ } 1)/,,(),/,,(min),,( 112011 →≥ ++
n

m
n

mmnn qtyyMqtxxMtxxM  as ∞→n  
   and { } 1)/,,(),/,,(min),,( 01022 →≥+

n
m

n
mmnn qtxxMqtyyMtyyM  as 

∞→n  

for n = 1,2,3,.......... since q<1, it follows that { }nx and { }ny  are Cauchy sequences 
in X and Y with limits u in X and v in Y respectively i.e .   uxnn

=
∞→

lim  and 

vynn
=

∞→
lim  

If A is continuous then 122 limlim +∞→∞→
= nnnn

yAx   i.e.  Au=v. 

Applying inequality (3), we have 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
−+−−

−−−−−
−− ),,(),,(),,,(),,(

),,,(),,(),,,(),,(
min),,(),,(

221121122212121

11212112121121
121121 txxMtxuMtyyMtTBxxM

tSAuuMtSAxxMtTBxxMtuxM
qtTBxSAuMtxuM

nnnnnnn

nnnnn
nn

 

Taking limit ∞→n , we have 

{ }),,(,1min),,( 11 tSAuuMqtuSAuM ≥  

This implies that 

),,(),,( 11 tSAuuMqtuSAuM ≥ , a contradiction. 
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Therefore  SAu = u 

Hence   SAu = u = Sv. 

Again by (4), we have 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
+

+++
+ ),,(),,(),,,(),,(

),,,(),,(),,,(),,(
min),,(),,(

222211222

12221222122222
12222 tvBSvMtyvMtxSvMtyyM

tyyMtyyMtyyMtyvM
qtyBSvMtyvM

nnnn

nnnnnnn
nn

 

Taking limit ∞→n , we have 

{ }1),,,(min),,( 22 tvBSvMqtvBSvM ≥  

This implies that 

),,(),,( 22 tvBSvMqtvBSvM ≥ , a contradiction. 

Therefore  BSv = v 

Hence   BSv = v =Bu and Au = Bu = v. 

Again Applying inequality (3), we have 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
+ ),,(),,(),,,(),,(

),,,(),,(),,,(),,(
min),,(),,(

1112221

1111
11 tTBuTBuMtuuMtyyMtTBuuM

tSAuuMtSAuuMtTBuuMtuuM
qtTBuSAuMtuuM

nn

 

i.e. { }1),,,(min),,( 11 tTBuuMqtTBuuM ≥  

This implies 

),,(),,( 11 tTBuuMqtTBuuM ≥ , a contradiction. 

Therefore  TBu = u. 

Hence   TBu = Tv = u and Sv = u = Tv. 

Again by using (4), we have 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
),,(),,(),,,(),,(
),,,(),,(),,,(),,(

min),,(),,(
2212

2222
22 tvBSvMtvvMtTvSvMtBSvvM

tBSvvMtATvvMtATvvMtvvM
qtATvBSvMtvvM

 

i.e.  { }),,(),,,(min),,( 222 tATvvMtATvvMqtATvvM ≥  

This implies that 

),,(),,( 22 tATvvMqtATvvM ≥ , a contradiction. 

Therefore  ATv = v. BSv = ATv = v. 

Au = Bu = u and Tv = Sv = u 

Hence u is a common fixed point of SA and TB and v is a common fixed point of 
BS and AT. 
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This completes the proof. 

Now we prove theorem-1 for fuzzy 2-metric space : 

Theorem – 2 : Let ,*),( 1MX  and ,*),( 2MY  be two complete fuzzy 2-metric 
spaces. Let A and B be mappings from X to Y and S, T be mappings from Y to X 
satisfying the following two inequalities : 

),,',(),,',( 11 qtaTBxSAxMtaxxM  ≥  

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

),,',(),,',(),,',,(),,','(
),,,,(),,','(),,,','(),,,'(

min
1121

1111

taTBxTBxMtaxxMtaBTyyMtaTBxxM
taSAxxMtaSAxxMtaTBxxMtaxxM

 … (9) 

),,',(),',',( 22 qtaTAySByMtayyM ≥ 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

),',,(),',',(),,,',(),',','(
),,',','(),',','(),,',','(),',,'(

min
2212

2222

tayBSyMtayyMtaTySyMtaBSyyM
taBSyyMtaATyyMtaTAyyMtayyM

… (10) 

for all axx ,',  in X and ',', ayy  in Y, 0<q<1 and t>0. If one of the mappings A, B, 
S and T is continuous then SA and TB have a common fixed point u in X and BS 
and AT have a common fixed point v in Y. Further vBuAu ==  and 

uTvSv == . 

 Now we prove theorem 1 for fuzzy 3-metric spaces. 

Theorem 3 : Let ,*),( 1MX  and ,*),( 2MY  be two complete fuzzy 3-metric 
spaces. Let A and B be mappings from X to Y and S, T be mappings from Y to X 
satisfying the following two inequalities : 

≥),,,',(),,,',( 11 qtbaTBxSAxMtbaxxM  

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

),,,',(),,,',(),,',',,(),,,','(
),,,,,(),,,','(),,,,''(),,,,'(

min
1121

1111

tbaTBxTBxMtbaxxMtbaBTyyMtbaTBxxM
tbaSAxxMtbaSAxxMtbaTBxxMtbaxxM

… 

(15) 

≥),',',',(),',',',( 22 qtbaATyBSyMtbayyM  

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

),',',,(),',',',(),,,,',(),',',','(
),,',',','(),',',','(),,',',','(),',',',(

min
2212

2222

tbayBSyMtbayyMtbaTySyMtbaBSyyM
tbaBSyyMtbaATyyMtbaATyyMtbayyM

… (16) 

for all x, x’, a, a’ in X and y, y’, b, b’ in Y, 0<q<1 and t>0. 

If one of the mapping A, B, S and T is continuous, then SA, TB have a common 
fixed point u in X and BS and AT have a common fixed point v in Y. Further, Au 
= Bu = v and Sv = Tv = u. 

Proof : The proof of theorem-2 and theorem-3 is analogues as in theorem 1. 
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